
Discover the Art of Goldwork: A Beginner's
Guide

Goldwork is a timeless embroidery technique that has been cherished for
centuries. With its rich history and stunning results, it continues to captivate
individuals interested in the world of needlework. Whether you are new to
embroidery or an experienced stitcher looking to expand your skill set, this
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beginner's guide to goldwork will help you embark on a fascinating journey into
this exquisite craft.

What is Goldwork?

Goldwork is the art of embroidering with precious metals, mainly gold threads,
onto fabric. It originated in ancient times and has been associated with royalty,
religious ceremonies, and high fashion. Traditionally, goldwork was used to
embellish regal garments, altar cloths, and ceremonial items.
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The technique involves embroidering using a variety of gold threads, such as
smooth, rough, and gilt, to create intricate designs. Other materials like pearls,
sequins, and beads can also be incorporated to add extra dimension and texture
to the embroidered piece.

Tools and Materials

Before diving into your goldwork project, you will need to gather some essential
tools and materials:

Goldwork threads: smooth passing thread, rough purl, check thread, pearl
purl, etc.
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Needles: goldwork needles with a large eye for easier threading of gold
threads.

Fabric: preferably a close-weave fabric like silk satin or velvet.

Embroidery hoop: to stabilize the fabric while stitching.

Small scissors: for trimming the threads.

Remember to choose high-quality materials to ensure the best results in your
goldwork embroidery.

Basic Goldwork Techniques

To get started with goldwork, it is essential to master a few techniques commonly
used in this type of embroidery:

1. Padding: This technique involves building up areas of the design to create
raised surfaces using felt or string padding. It provides dimension and depth
to the embroidery.

2. Couching: Couching is the method of securing gold threads onto the fabric
surface using contrasting threads. By stitching over the gold threads, they
are held in place.

3. Chipping: Chipping involves cutting gold threads into small pieces and
attaching them to the fabric using tiny stitches. This technique adds sparkle
and texture to your design.

4. Thread and Wire: Combining gold threads with metal wires can create
stunning effects. By couching both the thread and wire, you can achieve
intricate patterns and add substance to your embroidery.



These fundamental techniques lay the foundation for more advanced goldwork
embroidery projects.

Getting Started with Goldwork

Now that you are familiar with the basics of goldwork, it's time to start stitching.
Here are a few steps to guide you through your first project:

1. Choose a design: Select a simple design for your first goldwork project. It
could be a small motif or a monogram.

2. Transfer the design: Trace or draw the design onto your fabric using a water-
soluble pen or transfer pencil.

3. Prepare the fabric: Secure the fabric in an embroidery hoop, ensuring it is
taut and ready for stitching.

4. Start with padding: Begin by padding the areas of your design that require
dimension and elevating the embroidered surface.

5. Couch the threads: Once the padding is in place, carefully couch the gold
threads using matching or contrasting threads to secure them.

6. Add additional elements: Enhance your design by incorporating beads,
sequins, or any other desired embellishments.

7. Finishing touches: Once your embroidery is complete, trim any excess
threads and iron it from the backside to give it a polished look.

Remember that practice makes perfect, so don't be discouraged if your first
attempt is not as flawless as expected. With time and practice, your goldwork
skills will improve, and you will create stunning masterpieces.

Exploring Goldwork Styles



Goldwork offers a wide range of possibilities when it comes to style and design.
Here are a few popular goldwork styles to inspire your future projects:

Elizabethan Goldwork: This style harks back to the Elizabethan era and is
known for its intricate, richly embroidered motifs often seen on clothing and
furnishings.

Contemporary Goldwork: Contemporary goldwork embraces modern designs
and techniques, combining gold threads with other unconventional materials
such as acrylic or metal.

Whitework with Goldwork: Whitework involves stitching on white or pale
fabrics with white threads, occasionally adding goldwork elements to create
striking contrasts.

Japanese Goldwork: Inspired by the traditional Japanese embroidery
technique called Kinkoma, this style incorporates goldwork threads and
intricate motifs.

Feel free to experiment with different styles and incorporate your personal touch
to make your goldwork projects truly unique.

Further Resources

If you want to dive deeper into goldwork embroidery, consider exploring the range
of Beginner Guide To Goldwork Search Press Classics. These comprehensive
guides offer step-by-step instructions, patterns, and expert tips to help you refine
your goldwork skills.

Some popular titles include:

"Goldwork: Techniques, Projects, and Pure Inspiration" by Hazel Everett



"Goldwork Embroidery: Techniques, Projects, and Pure Inspiration" by Mary
Brown

" to Goldwork with Search Press Classics" by Ruth Chamberlin

By utilizing these resources, you can take your goldwork embroidery to the next
level and unlock the full potential of this captivating art form.

Embarking on a goldwork embroidery journey is like stepping into a world of
luxury and craftsmanship. With its rich history, stunning results, and endless
possibilities, it offers both beginners and experienced stitchers a chance to
explore their creativity and create truly remarkable pieces.

Remember to start with the basics, gather the necessary tools and materials, and
practice regularly. Through time, patience, and dedication, you will refine your
goldwork skills and create intricate masterpieces worth cherishing.

So, grab your needles, threads, and a sprinkle of gold, and begin your goldwork
adventure today!
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Goldwork is the art of embroidery with metal threads, and has been prized by
religious orders and royal households throughout history for its opulence and
intricate stitchery. Those who love traditional embroidery can now learn the
essential techniques and create their own exquisite embroideries with this easy-
to-follow, step-by-step guide.

Through careful and detailed instruction, Ruth Chamberlin teaches you how to
stitch beautiful goldwork motifs, which together form an impressive sampler to
show off their work. Covering a range of designs, stitches and techniques, with
templates throughout and examples of the author's inspiring work, this book
provides a firm basis on which to build future projects and continue on your
goldwork journey.

This popular and enduring book by Ruth Chamberlin now returns as a Search
Press Classic, with the addition of a foreword by the illustrious embroiderer and
world-renowned blogger Mary Corbet (www.needlenthread.com).
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